THREE CARD SIC-BO
Introduction
Sic Bo, meaning "dice pair" is an ancient Chinese gambling game. The game uses three dice and
a table with a variety of betting options on the roll of those dice. The odds are posted on the table
layout along with the betting area next to each outcome. Players will place their bets on certain
areas of the layout and will win or lose depending on the roll. Sic Bo is strictly a game of chance
because every roll of the dice results in a win or loss on any bet
Cards are used to represent the dice and a scanner to read the cards. Three Card Sic Bo is played
using three different colored decks of six cards each; a red deck, a blue deck and a green deck.
The 6 cards are the “Ace”, “Two”, “Three”, “Four”, “Five” and “Six”, which represent the
numbers 1 through 6, respectively. The cards have barcodes which allow them to be scanned by
the optical scanner. The cards are shuffled every round by a mechanical shuffler. The dealer will
scan exactly three cards and the results will be displayed on a monitor as a video dice roll
representing the three card draw. For example, if the dealer were to scan an “Ace”, a “Two” and
a “Three” of any suit, the video would display the three dice rolled as a 1, 2 and 3.

Game Description
Three Card Sic Bo will use the Ideal shuffler. Players will place bets on the layout corresponding
to certain combinations and or totals of the possible outcomes from rolling three dice. The dealer
will remove all 18 cards from the shuffler and spread them face down on the layout from left to
right. Beginning from the dealer’s perspective moving counter clockwise right to left; the dealer
will select the first red backed card, to be followed by the next blue backed card, followed by the
next green backed card, sliding each forward face down. The remaining cards will be placed in
the discard rack and the three cards selected will be scanned and turned face up on the layout.
Each card scanned represents the roll of one six sided die and the result will display on the
monitor behind the table. Losing bets are collected and winning bets are paid based on odds
posted on the layout corresponding to the wager they have made. The three scanned cards are
now placed in the discard rack. The dealer will now remove all cards from the discard rack, strip
the cards and return all 18 to the shuffler where the round of play will begin again.

Game Play, Sic Bo Bets
1. Players will place bets on the layout corresponding to certain combinations and or totals
of the possible outcomes from rolling three dice.
2. The Dealer will collect a $0.50 ante from each Player per round of play.
3. The dealer will activate the shuffle machine, remove all 18 cards from the shuffler and
spread them face down on the layout from left to right.

4. Beginning from the dealer’s perspective moving counter clockwise right to left; the
dealer will select the first red backed card, to be followed by the next blue backed card,
followed by the next green backed card, sliding each forward face down.
5. The remaining cards will be placed in the discard rack and the three cards selected will be
scanned and turned face up on the layout.
6. Each card scanned represents the roll of one six sided die and the result will display on
the monitor behind the table.
7. Losing bets are collected and winning bets are paid based on odds posted on the layout
corresponding to the wager they have made.
8. The three scanned cards are now placed in the discard rack. The dealer will now remove
all cards from the discard rack, strip the cards and return all 18 cards to the shuffler where
the round of play will begin again.
On the Sic Bo table, there are a range of possible bets;
Big - The total score will be from 11 to 17 (inclusive) with the exception of a triple.
The Odds to the winning placed bet is 1:1.
Small - The total score will be from 4 to 10 (inclusive) with the exception of a triple. The Odds
to the winning placed bet is 1:1
Specific Triple - A specific number will appear on all three dice. Odds 180:1.
Specific Double - A specific number will appear on at least two of the three dice.
Odds 11:1.
Any Triple - Any of the triples will appear. Odds 30:1.
3 Dice Total - A specific total score. Below are the Wagers and the Odds:
• 4 or 17 50:1
• 5 or 16 20:1
• 6 or 15 18:1
• 7 or 14 12:1
• 8 or 13 8:1
• 9 or 12 6:1
• 10 or 11 6:1
Dice Combinations - Two of the dice will show a specific combination of two different numbers
(for example, a 3 and a 4) Odds 6:1.
Single Dice Bet - The specific number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 will appear on one, two, or all three dice.
Odds: 1 Dice: 1:1, 2 Dice: 2:1, 3 Dice: 3:1.

